We searched for the bound state of the neutron-rich Λ-hypernucleus 6 Λ H, using the 6 Li(π − , K + )X double charge-exchange reaction at a π − beam momentum of 1.2 GeV/c at J-PARC. A total of 1.4 × 10 12 π − was driven onto a 6 Li target of 3.5-g/cm 2 thickness. No event was observed below the bound threshold, i.e., the mass of 4 Λ H + 2n, in the missing-mass spectrum of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction in the 2
• < θπK < 20 • angular range. Furthermore, no event was found up to 2.8 MeV/c 2 above the bound threshold. We obtained the the double-differential cross section spectra of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction in the angular range of 2 • < θπK < 14
• . An upper limit of 0.56 nb/sr (90% C.L.) was obtained for the production cross section of the 6 Λ H hypernucleus bound state. In addition, not only the bound state region, but also the Λ continuum region and part of the Σ − quasi-free production region of the 6 Li(π − , K + ) reaction, were obtained with high statistics. The present missing-mass spectrum will facilitate the investigation of the Σ − -nucleus optical potential for Σ − -5 He through spectrum shape analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei is an important subject in hypernuclear physics, because it facilitates the understanding of both the structure of neutron-rich nuclei flavored by the Λ hyperon and the ΛN -ΣN mixing effect in the hyperon-nucleon (Y N ) interaction. When a Λ particle is introduced in a nucleus, * honda@km.phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp it can deeply penetrate its interior and it can form a Λ-hypernucleus because the Λ is not affected by the Pauli blocking from the other nucleons. A Λ particle attracts surrounding nucleons, i.e., through the glue-like role of the Λ. Then, the system is bound more deeply. This gluelike role stabilizes several unstable nuclear systems, like 9 Λ Be [1] and 6 Λ He [2] . Actually, the ground states of 8 Be and 5 He are particle unstable. Thus, the results of experimental studies on the masses of the Λ-hypernuclei are incorporated into theoretical treatment of the particleunstable nuclei [3] . In particular, the ΛN interaction could change the nucleus structure such as the neutron halo on the neutron-rich side of the nuclear chart. Another important aspect of the neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei is a possible enhancement of the Σ hyperon mixing, which is known as the Λ-Σ coupling [4] . It is well known that the Λ and the Σ are not mixed in free space, because of the difference in their isospins. However, in nuclei, the Σ may appear in the intermediate state of ΛN , ΛN N interactions, and so on. Consequently, Σ admixture with the Λ-hypernuclear state is allowed with no excitation of the core nuclei in the case of non-zero isospin. Akaishi et al. have suggested that this feature of the Λ-Σ coupling is essential for explaining the energy levels of the A = 4 Λ-hypernuclei [5] . In neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei, the ΛN -ΣN mixing (Λ-Σ coupling) effect is presumably enhanced owing to the large isospin value of the core nucleus, which can act as a buffer to the isospin for the Σ mixing.
To investigate the Y N interactions, not only the ground state, but also the exited states must be studied experimentally. For this purpose, counter experiments exploiting the missing-mass spectroscopy via the (K, π) and (π, K) reactions represent the most straightforward approach. The non-charge-exchange processes (NCX), such as the (K − stopped , π − ), the in-flight (K − , π − ), and the (π + , K + ) reactions, have primarily been employed for the production of Λ-hypernuclei [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In these reactions, one neutron is converted to a Λ. On the other hand, as the double charge-exchange (DCX) reactions, such as the (K − , π + ) and the (π − , K + ) reactions, convert two protons into one Λ and into one neutron, neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei can be produced [11] . In particular, DCX reactions involving light target nuclei produces neutronrich Λ-hypernuclei with a quite high N/Z ratio.
In the KEK-PS E521 experiment, the production of the neutron-rich Λ-hypernucleus 10 Λ Li was successfully achieved for the first time via the 10 B(π − , K + ) reaction [12] . Events below the Λ binding threshold were clearly observed. However, the binding energy of the ground state was not determined, because a peak structure was not clearly observed. The obtained result also put in evidence that the cross section of the 10 B(π − , K + )
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Λ Li reaction was significantly smaller than that of the (π + , K + ) reaction. The integrated cross section in the Λ bound region was 11.3 ± 1.9 nb/sr [12] at a beam momentum of 1.2 GeV/c. This cross section was roughly three orders of magnitude lower than the typical production cross section of Λ-hypernuclei via the (π + , K + ) reaction. The FINUDA Collaboration performed an experiment to produce the neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei 6 Λ H and 7 Λ H via the 6, 7 Li(K − stopped , π + ) reaction [13] . As a first step, they set a production rate upper limit [13] . More recently, they reported three candidate events for the 6 Λ H production and decay [14] . The production rate of the neutronrich Λ-hypernucleus via the DCX reaction was also small in the FINUDA experiment. A 6 Λ H production rate of (5.9 ± 4.0)×10 −6 /K − stop was obtained [14] , which can be compared with that of the [15, 16] .
The FINUDA result has triggered extensive discussions regarding the existence of the 6 Λ H bound state. The binding energy of the 6 Λ H hypernucleus was first predicted theoretically by Dalitz and Levi Setti [17] . It should be noted that at that time 5 H was believed to be bound. Today, 6 Λ H is known to be a quite exotic system, not only because of the high N/Z ratio, but also because the core nucleus 5 H was observed as a resonance [18] . To date, several theoretical works have been conducted regarding the B Λ of the 6 Λ H ground state. Akaishi and Yamazaki have suggested that this system may be deeply bound by B Λ = 5.8 MeV with respect to the 5 H + Λ system, owing to the additional attraction due to the coherent Λ-Σ coupling in the neutron-rich environment [19] . A rather smaller B Λ = 3.83 ± 0.08 ± 0.22 MeV was predicted by Gal and Millener, based on the shell-model calculation [20] . On the other hand, Hiyama et al. [21] have noted that this system is 0.87 MeV unbound above the 4 Λ H+ 2n threshold within the framework of the four-body cluster model, tuned using interactions that reproduced the experimentally observed resonance energy and the width of 5 H [18] . The mass of the 4 Λ H + 2n system is roughly 3.7 MeV/c 2 smaller than that of the 5 H + Λ system. In that study, the broad spatial distribution of 5 H contradicted the existence of the bound state of 6 Λ H, because the wave function overlap between the Λ and nucleus was small. However, those researchers also suggested a possible binding by adjusting the tnn three-body force within the uncertainty of the experimental result for 5 H. The existence of the bound state of 6 Λ H and its binding energy are closely related to not only the Y N interaction, but also the structure of the unstable core nucleus 5 H.
The neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei have also been studied in terms of the reaction mechanism. In the production of neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei via the (π − , K + ) reaction, the missing-mass spectrum shape provides information about the production mechanism. Two nucleons must be involved in order to produce a Λ particle via the DCX reaction, because of the charge conservation. Then, two different processes are considered for the Λ production, namely, the two-step and one-step processes. The twostep process consists of a series of single-charge exchange reactions, i.e., π
where parentheses indicate off-shell kinematics. On the other hand, the neutron-rich Λ-hypernuclei is directly produced through an Σ admixed in the ground state of the Λ-hypernuclei in the one-step process. The one-step process is expressed as π
Harada et al. have analyzed the KEK-PS E521 data theoretically using the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) calculation and they suggested that, in that case, the one-step process was dominant while the contribution from the two-step process was quite small [22] . The production cross section of the bound states depends on the admixture probability of the virtual Σ − in the Λ-hypernuclear states. The most reasonable admixture probability value reproducing the experimental result is 0.58% [22] in the low-lying state of 10 Λ Li. In the case of the one-step process, the production cross section of the Λ-hypernuclei is affected not only by the Λ-nucleus optical potential and the Σ − admixture probablity, but also by the Σ − -nucuelus optical potential. As the virtual Σ state is a doorway for the formation of the Λ bound state, an overlap between the wave functions of the core nucleus and of the Σ appeares in the cross section calculation. Therefore, determination of the Σ-nucleus optical potential is essential in order to examine the global spectrum shape of the (π − , K + ) reaction, together with the bound states, via the one-step process.
Historically, the spectrum shape analysis has played an important role in extracting the Σ-nucleus optical potential, for instance, in the analysis performed with the (π − , K + ) spectra obtained in the KEK-PS E438 experiment [23] . The strengths of the real and imaginary parts of the potential were estimated based on the spectral shape in the Σ − quasi-free production region above the Σ binding threshold and the Λ continuum below the threshold, respectively. Hence, experimental data from the 6 Λ H bound region to the Σ − quasi-free production region were essential for determining the Λ-nucleus and Σ-nucleus optical potentials and the Σ − admixture probablity simultaneously through spectrum fitting with the DWIA calculation.
The missing-mass spectrum of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction with high statistics and in a wide missing-mass range is required in order to confirm the existence of the 6 Λ H hypernucleus through the theoretical investigation. For the physics-based motivations introduced above, the first stage of the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) E10 experiment, which aimed to search for the 6 Λ H hypernucleus, was conducted. The result of the first analysis has already been reported, that is, three events were observed below the 4 Λ H + 2n threshold [24] . However, we were unable to conclude whether events below the 4 Λ H + 2n threshold corresponded to 6 Λ H signals. The expected number of background events was also 2.1 in the missing-mass window, and then an upper limit of 1.2 nb/sr with 90% of confidence level (C.L.) was obtained for the 6 Λ H production cross section [24] . In order to draw more definitive conclusions, the background reduction method, the missing-mass resolution, and the analysis efficiencies were improved. In this paper, we describe the results of the updated analysis.
II. EXPERIMENT
The J-PARC E10 experiment was conceived to observe the production of the 6 Λ H hypernucleus via the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction using missing-mass spectroscopy. The experiment was performed at the K1.8 beam line of the J-PARC Hadron Experimental Facility. An enriched 6 Li target of 3.5-g/cm 2 thickness was irradiated with 1.4 × 10 12 π − beams at a beam momentum of 1.2 GeV/c. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The π − beam was analyzed by the magnetic spectrometer placed in the K1.8 experimental area, the K1.8 beam line spectrometer [25] , while the momentum of the outgoing K + was measured by the superconducting kaon spectrometer (SKS) complex [25, 26] . In this section, the details of the experimental apparatus are described.
A. Experimental apparatus

K1.8 beam line
The 30-GeV primary proton beam was extracted from the J-PARC main ring (MR) into the Hadron Experimental Facility using the slow extraction method. The duration of beam extraction cycle was 6 s and the beam spill lasted typically 2 s. The primary beam bombarded the production target, an Au rod (6 mm φ and 60-mm length). Charged particles generated in the production target were transported along the K1.8 beam line. The K1.8 beam line was a general-purpose beam line equipped with double electrostatic separators (ESS) to transport well-mass-separated secondary hadron beams with a momentum up to 2.0 GeV/c. 
K1.8 beam line spectrometer
The beam momentum was analyzed and the beam was focused on the experimental target by the K1.8 beam line spectrometer. The typical beam size on the experimental target was 56 H × 28 V mm 2 full width at tenth maximum (FWTM).
The spectrometer consisted of several analyzer magnets in a QQDQQ configuration, tracking detectors, and trigger counters. The incoming particle hit coordinates were measured by the beam line fiber tracker (BFT) and multi-wire drift chambers (BC3 and 4). The different types of particle present in the incident beam were identified by the trigger counters, gasČerenkov counter (GC), and beam hodoscopes (BH1 and 2).
GC consisted of a radiator filled with isobutyl alcohol gas (0.15 MPa), and it was used to estimate the degree of electron contamination in the π − beam. GC was placed at the most upstream part of the spectrometer. Immediately downstream of GC, BH1 was installed; this detector consisted of a plastic scintillation counter segmented into 11 modules. A second hodoscope (BH2), again a plastic scintillation counter with 8 segments, was placed at the exit of the QQDQQ magnets. The typical timing resolution of the beam time-of-flight between BH1 and 2 was roughly 300 ps (rms) under the high-beam-intensity condition, with 12 × 10 6 pions per spill. As the K − and antiproton contamination were negligibly small, because of the double ESS system, the events due to incoming π − were identified from the BH2 hit signal only. GC and BH1 did not participate in the trigger to avoid high rejection rate and counting loss under the high-counting-rate condition, respectively.
BFT measured the horizontal coordinate of the beam particles [27] at the entrance of the QQDQQ magnets, being composed of 1-mm diameter scintillating fibers and having a sensitive area of 160 H × 80 V mm 2 . BFT consisted of two scintillating fiber layers staggered by 0.5 mm and placed in contact with each other to reduce the insensitive regions. The scintillation light was detected by pixelated photon detectors (Hamamatsu multipixel photon counter, MPPC) connected fiber-by-fiber with an Extended Analogue SiPM Integrated ReadOut Chip (EASIROC) system [28] . The timing resolution was the key factor in suppressing accidental hits under the high-rate condition. BFT was able to identify particles with a timing resolution of 0.68 ns (rms) and simultaneously measure hit coordinates with a resolution of 190 µm (rms) [27] . The beam trajectories at the analyzer magnet exit were measured by two multi-wire drift chambers (BC3 and 4). The anode wire spacing of BC3 and 4 was 3 mm and the sensitive area was 192 H × 100 V mm 2 [25] . BC3 and 4 were installed between the Q13 magnet and BH2, and had the same structure with six planes (xx ′ , uu ′ , vv ′ ). The xx ′ , uu ′ , and vv ′ pairs were in the pair plane configuration and the u and v wires were tilted by 15
• and −15
• with respect to the vertical (x) wires, respectively. The spatial resolution in each plane was roughly 200 µm (rms). A gas mixture of Ar (76%), iso-C 4 H 10 (20%), and methylal (4%) was used. The beam momentum was reconstructed using the spatial information from BFT, BC3, and BC4 and the third-order transfer-matrix calculated by orbit [29] . The magnetic field of the dipole magnet was continuously monitored using a high-resolution Hall probe and the field fluctuation was less than 0.01%.
Two silicon-strip detectors (SSD) with an 80-µm strip pitch and a sensitive area of 62 H × 61.6 V mm 2 were installed in front of the target as a vertex detectors. Both the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the beam particles were measured by the SSDs. The beam trajectories obtained by BC3 and 4 were corrected by the SSDs in order to improve the vertex resolution. A helium bag was installed between BH2 and the SSDs to reduce the multiple scattering effect of the air.
SKS complex
The SKS complex was comprised of a superconducting dipole magnet, four tracking detectors, and trigger counters. This system was originally used for hypernuclear spectroscopy at the KEK-PS K6 beam line and later moved to the K1.8 beam line at J-PARC. A large effective solid angle of roughly 100 msr was realized owing to a wide aperture. The SKS magnet was excited to 2.16 T in the present experiment. The spectrometer complex measured the scattered particles in the 0.7-1.1 GeV/c momentum range. The momentum of a scattered K + , when the expected ground state of 6 Λ H was produced, fell at the center of the momentum acceptance, having a value of approximately 0.9 GeV/c.
At the entrance of the SKS magnet, a scattered kaon fiber tracker (SFT) and a multi-wire drift chamber (SDC2) were installed. SFT was a tracking detector placed immediately behind the target; the detector had high-rate capability. The detector was installed at this position because the single rate per unit area was high as the result of the beam focusing around the target. SFT consisted of three independent sensitive planes (x,u, and v). The u and v fibers were tilted by 45
• and −45
• with respect to the vertical (x) fibers, respectively. SFT had a sensitive area of 256 H × 160 V mm 2 . The structure of the x plane was identical to that of BFT, that is, two layers consisting of 1-mm diameter scintillating fibers were in contact with each other and one layer was staggered by 0.5 mm with respect to the other one. The u and v planes were created by scintillating fibers with a diameter of 0.5 mm to maintain the lowest possible energyloss straggling and multiple scattering. In the u and v planes, the scintillation light from three adjacent fibers was detected by one MPPC in order to reduce the total number of readout channels. The timing resolutions of the x plane and of the u and v planes were 0.8 and 1.3 ns (rms), respectively. The SFT spatial resolutions were 190 µm (rms) for the x plane and 270 µm (rms) for the u and v planes. SDC2 was a multi-wire drift chamber consisting of six planes (xx ′ , uu ′ , vv ′ ) with an anode wire spacing of 5 mm, and featuring pair plane configuration [25] . Its sensitive area was 400 H × 150 V mm 2 . The tilt angles of the u and v wires were ±15
• with respect to the x ones. The spatial resolution of each plane in SDC2 was roughly 200 µm (rms). SDC2 was filled with the same gas mixture used for BC3 and 4.
Two large multi-wire drift chambers (SDC3 and 4) with a sensitive area of 2140 H × 1140 V mm 2 were used as tracking detectors at the exit of the SKS magnet. SDC3 and 4 had identical structures and six planes each (xuvxuv). The cell size and spatial resolution were 10 mm and roughly 300 µm (rms), respectively. Helium bags were installed in the pole gap of the SKS magnet and immediately behind SDC3 to reduce the multiple scattering effects. Ar (50%) -C 2 H 6 (50%) gas mixture were used for SDC3 and 4. The momenta of the scattered particles were obtained by calculating the trajectories in the SKS magnet using the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method [30] .
The time-of-flight of the scattered particles was measured by BH2 and the TOF wall located downstream of SDC4. The TOF wall consisted of 32 plastic scintillator modules with dimensions of 1000 mm (height), 70 mm (width), and 30 mm (thickness). The typical timeof-flight resolution for particles traveling between BH2 and the TOF wall was roughly 200 ps (rms). A large silica-aerogelČerenkov counter (LAC) was installed behind the TOF wall for π + veto. The refractive index of the LAC radiators was 1.05 and the LAC was sensitive to charged particles with β higher than 0.95. A Lucitě Cerenkov counter (LC) was located immediately downstream of the LAC to discriminate slow protons from π + and K + . This device contained acrylic radiators segmented into 28 modules with a refractive index of 1.49. The β threshold of the LC was 0.67.
B. Trigger
The (π − , K + ) events were selected by the 1st-and 2nd-level triggers. The 1st-level πK trigger was given by the coincidence of the trigger-counter fast signals. It was expressed as BH2 × TOF × LAC × LC. The typical trigger rate was 1200 per spill at a beam intensity of 12 × 10 6 pions per spill. Furthermore, the 2nd-level trigger was introduced in order to reject protons with a velocity larger than the β threshold of LC. The momenta of the scattered particles were strongly correlated with the hit combination between the TOF and LC segments. Then, the time-of-flight between BH2 and the TOF wall for protons clearly differed from that of the K + after selection of the hit combination. The 2nd-level trigger system was implemented with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) system that gathered the time-of-flight information digitized by the Fast Encoding and Readout ADC (FERA) system. The time-of-flight range was chosen based on preset values and the 2nd-level trigger was generated. Owing to the 2nd-level trigger, the trigger rate was reduced to roughly half of the 1st-level trigger.
C. Experimental target and data summary
The experimental target was a slice of 6 Li (95.54% enriched) with 3.5-g/cm 2 thickness. Its cross sectional size was 70
H × 40 V mm 2 . The target was doubly packaged with transparent bags having 55-µm thickness, and filled with Ar gas to suppress chemical deterioration of the Li. The bag had a two-layer structure made of polyethylene (35 µm) and polyvinylidene-coated polypropylene (20 µm) layers. During the experiment, no visible chemical deterioration of the Li was observed. In addition, graphite (3.6 g/cm 2 ) and polyethylene (3.4 g/cm 2 ) targets were used to obtain calibration data. The cross sectional sizes of the graphite and polyethylene targets were 80 H × 88 V and 80 H × 40 V mm 2 , respectively. The acquired data sets are summarized in Table I . The total number of π − injected onto the 6 Li target was 1.4 × 10
12 . The missing-mass resolution was estimated using data set B, while data sets C, D, and E were used for momentum calibration. The energy loss in the 6 Li target was estimated using data sets E and E'.
III. ANALYSIS
The cross section of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction was derived according to the following procedures. First, the momenta of the beam and of scattered particles were reconstructed. Then, we identified π − and K + and calculated the reaction vertex position in order to select the 6 Li(π − , K + )X events. After the event selection, the reconstructed momenta were corrected according to the momentum correction function obtained from the beam through data and the Σ ± missing-mass peaks. Finally, we obtained the raw missing-mass spectrum of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction with no efficiency correction. In order to obtain the cross section value, we estimated efficiencies such as the analysis efficiency of each detector, the K + decay factor and the acceptance of the SKS complex. In this section, we describe the details of these analysis procedures.
A. Momentum reconstruction
K1.8 beam line spectrometer
Before the momentum reconstruction, BFT hits were selected using a time gating of ±3.0 ns and by checking the hit position matching between BFT and BH1. The local straight tracks in BC3 and 4 were selected based on tracking χ 2 and spatial alignment matching with the BH2 hit segment. The beam momentum was reconstructed using the third-order transfer-matrix. The kinetic property Set D beam through 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2 none Set E beam through 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2 6 Li Set E' of a beam particle moving in the beam-line components was represented by the vector
Here, x and y are the beam particle coordinates in the horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively, x ′ and y ′ are tangents with respect to the central trajectory, and δ is the fractional momentum deviation from the central value. The vector at V O, which is the reference point at the analyzer exit, was reversely transformed by a transfer matrix to a vector at BFT. Then, the x coordinate at BFT was described using matrices labeled R, T , and U , which correspond the 1st-, the 2nd-, and the 3rd-order matrices, respectively,
where x(BF T ) is the x coordinate at BFT and X i (V O) represents each vector element at V O. The x(BF T ) was measured by BFT, while x, y, x ′ , and y ′ in X(V O) were determined from the local straight track reconstructed by BC3 and 4. Thus, the beam momentum δ was obtained by solving Eq. (2) with respect to δ. If multitrack candidates remained, such events were recognized as multi-beam-particle events and rejected. We lost 6% of the total reconstructed events due to this rejection.
SKS complex
The local straight tracks were determined at the entrance and at the exit of the SKS magnet. At this stage, accidental hits on the SFT were rejected by placing a timing gate of ±3.5 ns on the SFT x plane and a timing gate ranging from −8 ns to +5 ns for the SFT u and v planes. In addition, the local straight tracks were selected based on the tracking χ 2 . The momentum of a scattered particle was evaluated from a reconstructed trajectory inside the SKS magnet, by connecting localtrack hit coordinates at the entrance and at the exit of the SKS magnet. The SKS track was reconstructed using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [30] , with the magnetic field being calculated using ansys. Multi-track events in which more than one track were found were rejected; overall, 0.2% of the events were lost due to this rejection.
B. Particle identification
Electron contamination comprised the primary background in the π − beam. GC was unable either to identify or to reject electrons in the π − beam correctly when its intensity is quite high, 12 × 10 6 pions per spill. However, electrons did not comprise the background K + in the region of interest of the missing-mass spectra. The number of beam particles was corrected by applying the electron contamination factor in the cross section analysis.
Among the scattered particles, we must discriminate the K + from the π + and protons. Note that highmomentum protons, which had a velocity larger than the β threshold of LC, comprised the main background. Mass-square information M 2 scat was used to identify K + . M 2 scat was calculated from the expression
Here, p SKS is the momentum of the scattered particle, and β was obtained from the time-of-flight and flight path length between BH2 and the TOF wall. The M 2 scat distributions in the momentum ranges of 750 < p SKS < 800 MeV/c and 900 < p SKS < 950 MeV/c are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively, with non-hatched histograms. The 900 < p SKS < 950 MeV/c momentum range was the region in which the Λ binding assumes unphysical high value. It is apparent that the peak structures of the π + and protons do not exhibit simple Gaussian shapes and that the accompanying long tails extend below the K + mass region. This suggests that additional methods to identify K + are necessary.
We introduced a momentum-dependent dE/dx gating for the signals from the TOF wall segments. The correlations between dE/dx and the momentum are plotted in Fig. 3 . The vertical and horizontal axes indicate the dE/dx in the TOF wall segment and the momentum of the scattered particles, respectively. The peak position of dE/dx for the π + was normalized to 1. Figure 3 (a), (b), and (c) shows the dE/dx distributions for the π + , K + , and protons obtained from data set D, respectively. The particles were identified using the M 2 scat information in order to create these plots. Figure 3 (d) , (e), and (f) are the analogous plots created using data set A. The solid lines represent the dE/dx gating region for K + . We set the gating region according to the following procedures. Specifically, the dE/dx gating region was determined from data set D, the CH 2 target data, because K + events were clearly observed in the high-momentum region for that data set, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The K + momentum when a Σ + was produced at a beam momentum of 1.39 GeV/c was roughly 900 MeV/c; this value is close to the K + momentum when a 6 Λ H is produced with a 1.2-GeV/c beam. The dE/dx distributions for the π + , K + , and protons were well separated up to 960 MeV/c in the analysis presented in this paper. Therefore, the K + gating region was determined at 960 MeV/c and the same gating width was applied to the momentum region below 960 MeV/c. The averaged gating efficiency for K + below 960 MeV/c was 85.3 ± 1.3%. On the other hand, in the momentum region higher than 960 MeV/c, the π + and proton distributions exhibited a greater overlap with the K + distribution. In such a high-momentum region, K + events via the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction are not expected, and then this region was used for the background level estimation. In the present analysis, the K + distribution overlapping the proton one was removed from the gating region. Thus, the gating region become narrower as the momentum increased.
The same gating region was applied to data set A, the 6 Li data, as shown in Fig. 3 (d) , (e), and (f). With the dE/dx gating, the π + and proton contamination of the K + region was suppressed, as shown by the hatched histograms in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) . Finally, we selected K + events in the M 2 scat distribution after applying the dE/dx gating. In the momentum region in which the K + peak was apparent, the selection range was 2σ of the Gaussian function for the K + peak. The M 2 scat cut efficiency was estimated in this region and was 92.3 ± 1.7%. The main contribution to the error was the uncertainty of the π + and proton contamination. On the other hand, as no K + peak appeared in the high-momentum region, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the selection range was extrapolated from the momentum region in which the K + peak is observed.
C. Vertex reconstruction
The reaction vertex was defined as the midpoint of the normal vector between the beam track and SKS track. The local straight track reconstructed by BC3 and 4 was corrected by the SSD information and redefined as the beam track, because the experimental target was far from BC3 and 4, at roughly 1.2-m distance. As the vertex resolution was affected by the multiple scattering in crossing BH2, the local straight track was extrapolated to the BH2 position, and the beam track was a straight line connecting the extrapolated track position and the hits on the SSDs. For data set A, the distribution of the obtained vertex position along the beam axis for events in the angular region of 4
• < θ πK < 6
• , where θ πK is the reaction angle, are shown in Fig. 4 (a) . The beam arrives from the left hand side in this figure and the center of the horizontal axis is the ideal target center. Each detector position is represented by a dashed line in Fig. 4 . The 6 Li target profile is clearly apparent at approximately the center of the figure. However, the vertex distribution is slightly shifted from the center of the horizontal axis, because the target was actually installed somewhat downstream of the ideal position. We selected an actual target length +5 mm around the central point of the vertex distribution, as indicated by the hatched region in Fig. 4 . The vertex selection efficiency for Fig. 4 (a) is 96.1 ± 0.6%. shows the reaction vertex distribution obtained from data set D, the polyethylene target data for the Σ + production. In this case, we selected an actual target length +10 mm. In this case, the vertex selection efficiency is 98.1 ± 0.8%.
D. Momentum calibration
The momenta reconstructed by the two spectrometers were corrected by considering the energy loss and the correction functions of the two spectrometers, which were determined using the following procedures. The energy loss in the 6 Li target was estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation. The validity of the simulation was confirmed by considering the measured energy loss in the target, which was obtained from data sets E and E', the beam through runs without and with the 6 Li target, respectively. The energy losses in the other materials such as detectors and other targets, were also estimated using the Monte Carlo simulation.
The momentum correction functions for the beam line spectrometer and the SKS complex, f beam (p) and g SKS (p), were respectively defined as
Here, we assumed that the SKS complex had the 2nd order non-linearity while the beam line spectrometer did not. The parameters of these correction functions were obtained via the following procedures. From data set E, the π + beam through runs, the π + beam momentum was measured by the two spectrometers. The beam momentum difference, dP = p Figure 5 shows the mean values of dP as a function of the beam momentum. The correlation was fitted using a quadratic function with residual values smaller than 40 keV/c. This fitting function contained contributions from the two spectrometers. Then, the relation between the fitting function in Fig. 5 and the correction functions for the spectrometers was expressed as stage, we were unable to separate the correction functions for the beam line spectrometer and the SKS complex. The fitting parameters were A, (B − α), and (C − β). In the following stage, the absolute momenta were obtained by adjusting α and β using the Σ ± missing masses extracted from data sets C and D.
An additional constant value γ was introduced when the π − beam was used, because the beam polarity change produces an offset on the momentum value. Thus, we were required to determine three parameters, α, β, and γ, to reproduce the Σ ± masses. However, several combinations of these parameters were permitted, because the number of calibration points was less than the number of parameters. Therefore, we considered two extreme cases, with α = 0 or β = 0, in order to estimate the systematic error of the missing mass originating from the α and β determination around the bound region of 6 Λ H. Here, we calculated the missing mass of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction for the missing-mass error estimation by assuming that the ground state of 6 Λ H was produced. The beam and SKS momenta, which we assumed, were corrected using two different correction functions for α = 0 and β = 0. As a result, the mass difference between these two cases was 310 keV/c 2 . In this analysis, the error of the absolute scale of the missing mass was dominated by this momentum correction uncertainty. Furthermore, other mass scale errors, namely, the energy-loss uncertainty in the target materials and the residual between the data and h(p) were taken into account. The mass scale error from the energy-loss uncertainty was estimated as follows. We re-estimated the parameters of the correction functions for the two spectrometers by changing the energy loss in the target by ±5%. The mass scale error was obtained as the missing-mass difference between the original analysis result and the result obtained with the re-estimated correction functions, and the error was 90 keV/c 2 . The maximum value of the residual between dP and h(p) was 32 keV/c. This corresponded to 26 keV/c 2 in the missing mass assuming that the kaon momentum was incorrect. Finally, the overall missing-mass scale error in this experiment was 350 keV/c 2 in the vicinity of the bound region of 
E. Raw missing-mass spectrum
The missing mass of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction was defined as
Here, p π and p K are the corrected momenta of π − and K + at the reaction point, respectively, E π and E K are the total energies of π − and K + calculated from the corrected three momenta, respectively, M tgt is the mass of the target, and θ πK is the reaction angle.
We calculated the missing mass of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction in the angular range of 2
• < θ πK < 14
• and obtained a spectrum up to 5920 MeV/c 2 , as shown in 
Owing to the improvement in the tracking efficiencies, the number of events retained in the present analysis was 20% larger than that of the previous one. 
F. Missing-mass resolution
The experimental missing-mass resolution was estimated using the missing-mass spectrum of the 12 Λ C production obtained from data set B. By taking into account the target thickness of 6 Li, the missing-mass resolution was primarily determined by considering the energy-loss straggling in the target. Therefore, a graphite target of 3.6 g/cm 2 was used to estimate the missing-mass resolution, because the energy-loss straggling in the graphite target was expected to be almost identical to that in the 6 Li target. Figure 7 shows the excitation energy spectrum of the 12 Λ C hypernucleus. Here, the low-lying states were fitted with three Gaussian functions having the same width. The solid line is the fitting result and the dot-dashed line shows each Gaussian function. The relative peak position and the relative amplitude of Gaussian functions were fixed by existing γ-ray spectroscopy [31] and missing-mass spectroscopy [9] results, respectively. The peak position of the first Gaussian function was set to 0 MeV by the fit. A missing-mass resolution of 2.9 MeV/c 2 full width at half maximum (FWHM) was obtained. 
G. Cross section
The double-differential cross section,
dΩdM , was defined as
Here, N target , N beam , and N K represent the numbers of 6 Li nuclei in the target, the beam particles triggered by BH2, and the K + identified in the raw missing-mass analysis, respectively. N target was determined based on the fraction of 6 Li nuclei in the Li target (f enrich ), the target thickness (ρx), Avogadro's number (N A ), and the atomic mass (A). dΩ and dM denote the effective solid angle and the missing-mass bin size in the histogram, respectively. The other ǫ's and f 's are the efficiencies and correction factors, respectively. The K + survival ratio, f K , contains the K + decay and absorption factors. These efficiencies and factors in the angular range of 4
• are listed in Table II as an example.
We describe the details of the efficiencies and the correction factors in the following.
Beam normalization
The main background in the π − beam due to the electron contamination. As discussed in Sec. III B, we were unable to identify electrons in the event-by-event analysis. Moreover, as N beam corresponds to the number of charged particles triggered by BH2, this value was corrected using the electron contamination and the µ − contamination factors in order to estimate the number of π − , N π . The electron contamination fraction was estimated using data obtained under the low-intensity beam condition, and was 11.3 ± 0.2%. The other contribution to the background were µ − coming from π − decays in the analyzer magnet of the beam line spectrometer. The µ − contamination at the target position was estimated using decay-turtle [32] and was 2.2%. In addition, only 93.1 ± 0.6% of the beam impinged on the target, because of its finite horizontal size. On the other hand, the 6 Li target was fully irradiated by the vertical distribution of the beam profile. Thus, the overall beam normalization factor (f π ) was 80.8 ± 0.6%.
Beam analysis efficiency
The beam analysis efficiency was a product of the momentum reconstruction efficiency and of the SSD analysis efficiency for the vertex reconstruction. The beam momentum reconstruction process included timing selection of BH2 and BFT, χ 2 selection of the BC3 and 4 local tracking, and multi-beam-particle rejection. At this stage, 82.0 ± 1.0% of the events were retained and recognized as single-beam-particle events.
SSD was the key detector in the beam line to improve the vertex resolution, as it suppressed the background from materials other than the target. For this analysis, the number of hit on SSD must be only one. However, multi-hits remained, because of the high-rate condition even after the background rejection analysis. Then, the analysis efficiency of SSD was 61.2 ± 0.8% for data set A, because of following rejection of the SSD multi-hit events, where the reaction vertex position was not uniquely determined. Thus, the beam analysis efficiency ǫ K18 was 50.8 ± 0.9%.
SKS analysis efficiency
The SKS analysis efficiency was determined by the local tracking efficiencies, the momentum reconstruction efficiency, the trigger-counter detection efficiencies, and the K + identification efficiency described in Sec. III B. The local tracking efficiency of SFT-SDC2 had a horizontal position dependence. As these detectors were placed immediately behind the target on which the beam was focused, the tracking efficiency in the vicinity of the detector center decreased under high-intensity beam condition. Figure 8 shows the spatial position dependence of the local SFT-SDC2 tracking efficiency. The abscissa indicates the horizontal position of the beam trajectory at the SFT x plane and the origin is the SFT center. A decrease in efficiency is apparent near the SFT center. Thus, an efficiency table depending on the horizontal position was used in the cross section calculation. A systematic error of 2% was determined from the efficiency time variation. On the other hand, the local tracking efficiency of SDC3 and 4 was 97.9±1.2% with no position dependence. The momentum reconstruction efficiency was obtained as a function of the scattering angle. A maximum efficiency variation of 2% in the angular range of 2
• < θ πK < 16
• . Its typical value was 95.4 ± 0.3%. TOF, LC, and LAC were the trigger counters in the SKS complex. The detection efficiency of LC was obtained as 97.8 ± 0.1% for K + , while the TOF detection efficiency was assumed to be 100%. In addition, 13.7 ± 1.4% of the K + were erroneously suppressed by LAC at the trigger level.
As described in Sec. III B, K + events were identified using two analysis cuts, the TOF dE/dx gating and the M 2 scat selection. The efficiency of the dE/dx gating obtained from data set A was 85.3 ± 1.3%. The differences between the efficiencies estimated from data sets A, C, and D were regarded as a systematic error. The K + selection efficiency using M 2 scat was estimated by counting the remaining number of K + and was 92.3 ± 1.7%. In this estimation, the main contribution to the error was uncertainty as to whether the side band events around the K + peak in Fig. 2 were genuinely corresponded to K + . Finally, ǫ SKS was calculated as by multiplying all efficiencies and was 50.5 ± 2.0%.
Vertex efficiency
The vertex selection efficiencies were estimated using template fitting to the vertex distributions in every onedegree reaction angle step. The efficiency was obtained as a function of the reaction angle by integrating the template function, which was a uniform distribution convoluted with a Gaussian function. Figure 9 shows the vertex selection efficiency for the 6 Li target. As the vertex distribution was broader at the forward angle, the efficiency was smaller. In addition, events featuring a closest distance between the beam and the kaon trajectories less than 3 mm were selected as good vertex events. This selection efficiency was 98.2 ± 0.1%. The vertex correction factor ǫ vertex was calculated as a product of the vertex selection and closest distance selection efficiencies.
[deg] 
DAQ efficiency
A typical value of the data acquisition (DAQ) efficiency during the physics run was 78%. In addition, some of the K + events were suppressed by the 2nd-level trigger as a result of misidentification, and its correction factor was 97.2 ± 0.1%. Then, the DAQ correction factor ǫ DAQ was estimated to be 75.7 ± 1.2%.
K
+ survival ratio K + were lost as a result of their absorption between the target and the LC, and because of their decay before traversal of the LAC. The K + absorption in the materials between the target and the LC was studied using a simulation based on the Geant4 package [33] and was 3.1%. Thus, the corresponding correction factor was 96.9 ± 0.5%. On the other hand, event-by-event correction was applied for the K + decay by considering β and the flight path length. A typical values of 40% was obtained for data set A. These results are listed as f K in Table II .
Acceptance correction
The effective solid angle of the SKS complex (dΩ) was estimated using a simulation based on the Geant4 package. The multiple scattering effect and the energy loss were taken into account, but the decay process was not activated during the simulation. K + were generated uniformly in the center-of-mass (C.M.) system. A realistic beam profile was reproduced in order to determine the effective solid angle as a function of the reaction angle, θ πK . This solid angle in each dM bin was defined as
Here, θ 1 and θ 2 are the end points of the angular range. Further, N a and N g are the number of K + accepted and generated in the simulation, respectively. The table comprised of the N a /N g ratios is defined as the SKS-complex acceptance table. The N a /N g ratio was averaged over the scattered particle momentum and the reaction angle (θ) in a given dM bin, as indicated in Eq. (9) . The cross section was calculated using this effective solid angle in an event-by-event manner, by looking at the acceptance table according to the reconstructed K + momentum and θ πK .
There were two different sources of systematic error in the acceptance correction procedure. One was the finite mesh size effect. This uncertainty depended on the table mesh size and was sizeable in the region in which the p and θ dependencies were large. The other error source was the acceptance edge effect, which was found in the low-momentum region in the angular range of 4
• < θ πK < 8
• . The SKS acceptance for the events in which the outgoing particles were scattered to the left hand side, with respect to the beam direction, went to 0 in this angular region. On the contrary, it maintained its value when particles are scattered to the right hand side. The events lying in the missing-mass range of 5890-5920 MeV/c 2 and the angular range of 4 • < θ πK < 8
• were affected by the acceptance edge effect on the left side of the SKS complex. Thus, larger systematic errors were set in this kinematical region with respect to the other ones.
H. Systematic errors
The errors listed in Table II are the systematic errors of each correction factor and efficiency. The total systematic error of the present analysis was obtained by summing all systematic and acceptance errors described in the previous subsection. Hence, the systematic errors in the angular range of 2
• surrounding the bound region were typically 5.1%. This value gradually increased with increasing missing mass (from the initial value of 5890 MeV/c 2 ) and reached 7% at 5896 MeV/c 2 , because of the edge effect of the acceptance correction.
IV. ELEMENTARY CROSS SECTION
One of the theoretical approaches to the analysis of the Λ-hypernuclei production via the DCX reaction consists in fitting the experimental spectrum with the DWIA calculation result. In the DWIA calculation, the knowledge of cross section of the elementary process, π ± p → K + Σ ± , is required to calculate the Λ-hypernuclei production cross section. Actually, the Λ and Σ particles may be strongly coupled as a result of the Λ-Σ mixing in the Λ-hypernuclear state produced via the one-step process of the DCX reaction. Then, a precise determination of the elementary cross section is necessary for reliable calculation of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction. We estimated the elementary cross sections of the π ± p → K + Σ ± reactions from data sets C and D according to the described above procedures.
As data sets C and D are independent of data set A, we re-estimated the correction factors in the cross section calculations for data sets C and D (Table II) . The DCX reaction was used for data sets A and C; however, the NCX reaction was used in the case of data set D. The beam intensity in the measurement of the NCX reaction was one third of that in the case of the DCX reaction. Owing to the lower beam intensity, the SSD analysis efficiency was higher in data set D. On the other hand, SSD did not work well and it was not present in data set C, because of a hardware problem. Thus, the ǫ K18 of data set C did not contain the SSD efficiency. Apart from the SSD efficiencies, the other correction factors and efficiencies were almost identical to those of data set A.
The systematic errors for each correction factor were also estimated and are summarized in Table II . These errors were estimated using the same approach as for data set A, except for the treatment of the SKS acceptance errors. The K + momentum was higher and its region of interest was smaller for both data sets C and D compared to those of data set A. Thus, the SKS acceptance edge caused a large systematic error in data set A, while this error was negligible in data sets C and D. In addition, the finite mesh size effect of the acceptance table was also negligible, owing to the high statistics of the π ± p → K + Σ ± events. However, in data set C the production cross section of π − p → K + Σ − for scattering to the left differed systematically from those of the scattering to the right as seen from the beam direction. This difference was not observed for data sets A and D. Thus, the systematic error of the SKS acceptance for data set C was conservatively estimated from the maximum difference between the left and right scattering, and was roughly 10%.
The Σ − and Σ + double-differential cross section spectra in the angular range of 4
• in the lab system are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 11 (a) , respectively. These cross section spectra also contain the contribution from the C(π − , K + )X reaction, because the CH 2 target was used. This spectrum was fitted with double Gaussian functions for the signal and a linear function in order to estimate the background distribution from the carbon. The second Gaussian function was used to simulate the tail structure of the Σ peak. The spectra obtained following subtraction of the carbon contribution are shown in Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 11 (b) . The production cross sections of Σ ± were obtained by integrating the double-differential cross section in the integration range indicated by arrows in Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 11 (b) . The standard deviation of the number of Σ events, √ N Σ , and the error of subtracted area, which originated from the fitting, were incorporated into the statistical errors, while the integration range dependence was included in the systematic error. The cross sections of π In the case of the Σ − production (Fig. 12) , the present result is plotted together with past experimental data obtained at beam momenta of 1.275 and 1.325 GeV/c [34] and at a beam momentum of 1.5 GeV/c [35] . The error bars show the statistical errors only. It is clear that the error bars of the present result are smaller than those of the past experimental data. The previous experimental data indicate that the cross section of the π − p → K + Σ − reaction decreased when the beam momentum increased. Examination of the data points at cosθ of approximately 0.9 indicates that the present result agrees with this trend. We obtained the production cross section of the π − p → K + Σ − reaction at 1.39 GeV/c in the angular range of 0.8 < cosθ < 1.0.
In the case of Σ + production (Fig. 13) , as the beam momentum of the present experiment is close to that of the past experiment, the angular distributions of the cross sections can be compared directly. The statistical errors of the present data are slightly superior or identical to those of the past experimental data. The angular distribution of the present result is consistent with the past data [36] , within the error bars. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we show the obtained cross-section spectrum of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction and we discuss both the Λ bound and continuum regions.
A. Λ bound region Figure 14 shows the angular averaged spectrum in the angular range of 2
• < θ πK < 14 Here, we estimated the number of background events expected in the vicinity of the bound region of 6 Λ H from the events lying between 5700-5790 MeV/c 2 . Figure 15  (a) shows the raw missing-mass spectrum in the angular range of 2
• . Six events can be found . Differential cross section of the Σ + production in C.M. system and that from the past experiment [36] . Our data and those from Ref. [36] are indicated by filled squares and open circles, respectively.
in the unphysical missing-mass region. These events are interpreted as corresponding to π + or proton contamination, because there is no possible K + production process. By assuming that the degree of contamination does not strongly depend on the missing mass, we obtained an averaged background level of 0.060±0.024 event/(MeV/c 2 ). Thus, 0.30 background counts were expected in the 2σ region of the missing-mass resolution in the vicinity of the bound region, which is consistent with the null result. On the other hand, three events were found in the bound region in the previous analysis [24] . By taking into account the background level of 0.39±0.05 event/(MeV/c 2 ) in the previous analysis, it becomes apparent that these three events are also consistent with the expected number of background counts in the 2σ region of the missing-mass resolution. Thus, we classified these three events as background in the present analysis, owing to the improvement in the K + identification methods. From the spectrum of Fig. 14 , we estimated the upper limit for the 6 Λ H production cross section. We assumed that the background-free hypothesis was valid in order to estimate the upper limit conservatively. Then, the count-base upper limit (90% C.L.) for the null event was 2.3 events. As the angular distribution of the production cross section was unknown, the correction factors used to obtain the upper limit in the cross section unit were evaluated as follows. In order to estimate the expected analysis efficiency in the vicinity of 5800 MeV/c 2 , we first calculated the correction factors in two-degree intervals in the Λ continuum region using actual events, because several analysis efficiencies have an angular dependence. Using the correction factors obtained in two-degree intervals, the average angular correction factor from 2 to 14 degrees was obtained and employed, assuming a flat production cross section distribution in the lab system. Thus, the upper limit for the 6 Λ H production cross section was turned out to be 0.56 nb/sr (90% C.L.). The present upper limit is roughly 20 times smaller than the integrated cross section of 11.3 ± 1.9 nb/sr obtained in the bound region of 10 Λ Li in the KEK-PS E521 experiment [12] .
The lowest states of 6 Λ H are assumed to be a spin doublet of 0 + and 1 + states, with the 0 + state being expected to be more deeply bound. On the other hand, the ground state of 6 Li has an almost pure L = 0 and S = 1 configuration [38] . Thus, spin-flip is necessary to populate the ground 0 + state directly via the (π − , K + ) reaction. However, the spin-flip amplitude is in general small in the (π, K) reaction. Further, the spin-flip cross section is small for small forward reaction angles and the cross section increases with an increase in the reaction angle, as discussed in Ref. [14] . Thus, the 1 + state is dominantly populated at the forward reaction angle via the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction; however, the 0 + state is populated in the case of a large reaction angle only. Thus, we investigated events with a reaction angle larger than 14 degrees. Figure 15 (b) shows the raw missing-mass spectrum in the angular range of 14
• < θ πK < 20
• . However, there is no event in the vicinity of the 4 Λ H + 2n threshold in Fig. 15 (b) .
Although we discussed events below the 4 Λ H + 2n threshold, no event was observed even above the threshold. Then, we estimated the null event region in the present spectrum by considering the missing-mass resolution of 2.9 MeV (FWHM). In the present discussion, the missing-mass scale error of 350 keV/c 2 was ignored, because this value is negligibly small compared with the missing-mass resolution. The smallest missing-mass value of the K + event in Fig. 14 was 5806 .4 MeV/c 2 , according to the present analysis. We set a 2 MeV/c 2 margin from the last event, which fell in the 1.65σ (90% C.L.) range of the missing-mass resolution, and we excluded this from the null event region. Therefore, there was no K + event up to 2.8 MeV/c 2 , a value larger than the mass of 4 Λ H + 2n, even if we considered the missingmass resolution. In other words, the null event region in the present result extended up to 5804.4 MeV/c 2 . We compare our result with that reported in Ref. [14] . Finally, we discuss the relation between our result and recent theoretical predictions. The existence of a bound state of 6 Λ H has been predicted by Akaishi and Yamazaki [19] and by Gal and Millener [20] . Akaishi and Yamazaki predicted that the 6 Λ H hypernucleus was deeply bound, because of the strong Λ-Σ mixing, while Gal and Millener estimated smaller Λ-Σ mixing. If the bound state is populated via the one-step reaction, the production cross section becomes larger as a result of the increase in the strength of the Λ-Σ mixing. Then, the theoretical expectation by Gal and Millener is preferred according to the interplay between the production cross section and the strength of the Λ-Σ mixing due to the small production cross section upper limit obtained in the present experiment.
As Hiyama et al. [21] suggested, even the 0 + state of 6 Λ H is unbound. If the wave function of the core nucleus 5 H is spatially broad, the system cannot gain sufficient attraction, because of the small overlap between the Λ particle and the core nucleus. The theoretical expectation indicates that the overlap between the Λ and the core nucleus is sensitive to the mass and width of the 5 H resonance state. In fact, we can experimentally observe such a unbound ground state as the resonance peak in the vicinity of the bound threshold. However, the strength of the Λ-Σ mixing is related to the overlap between the Λ and nucleons. Thus, the spatial distribution of the corenucleus wave function may be critical, because the small Λ-Σ mixing causes the small production cross section in the case of the one-step DCX reaction. The present result is in favor of such a scenario. hand, events below the 5 He + Σ − threshold are recognized as the Λ continuum region. In this experiment, the Λ continuum and part of the Σ − quasi-free production region via the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction were simultaneously measured with high statistics.
In the KEK-PS E438 experiment [23] , spectrum fitting based on the Green's function method was performed to estimate the Σ-nucleus optical potential for the Σ − -27 Al system [39] . The present data allow us to investigate the Σ-nucleus optical potential for the Σ − -5 He system more precisely, owing to the higher statistics compared to the KEK-PS E438 one. The Λ continuum is produced via the conversion of Σ particles in a nucleus, that is its yield relates to the strength of the imaginary part of the Σ-nucleus optical potential. On the other hand, the shape of the Σ quasi-free region is affected by the real part of the potential. If the Σ-nucleus optical potential is repulsive, the spectrum is enhanced in the higher-mass region and its increase at the threshold becomes slow. In the KEK-PS E438 experiment, target nuclei with mass numbers greater than 12 were used. As the isospin-dependent part of the Σ-nucleus optical potential is minor in heavy nuclei, only the spin-isospin averaged Σ − -nucleus optical potential was investigated. On the other hand, the Σ-nucleus optical potential depends on the isospin of the core nucleus Σ − in the light nucleus. In particular, the Σ − -n interaction contribution was examined because the final state obtained via the DCX reaction was a neutronrich environment.
As a result of the high statistics, we were able to obtain several spectra as a function of different reaction angles sub-ranges. The 6 Li(π − , K + )X spectra obtained in each two-degree interval are shown in Fig. 16 , in the same manner as Fig. 14 . The numerical values of the doubledifferential cross sections are summarized in Appendix C. A clear difference in angular dependence is apparent between the Λ continuum and the Σ − quasi-free production region. The cross section at approximately 5920 MeV/c 2 in the angular region of 12
• , is roughly a sixth of obtained for 2
• < θ πK < 4
• . On the other hand, the cross section below the 5 He + Σ − threshold is almost independent of the reaction angle. The difference between the angular distributions of the Λ continuum and of the Σ − quasi-free region becomes clear upon integration of the cross sections in both missing-mass regions, as shown in Fig. 17 . The error bars represent statistical errors only. The integration range of the missing mass is from 5800 to 5865 MeV/c 2 for the Λ continuum and from 5865 to 5920 MeV/c 2 for the Σ − production reaction. The results of the Λ continuum are multiplied by a factor of 10 in Fig. 17 . Several possible reasons for the different angular dependence can be considered. As a Σ − particle was produced by the quasi-free reaction, it is not surprising that the angular distribution is similar to that of the π − p → K + Σ − reaction obtained in Sec. IV. On the other hand, both one-step and two-step reactions can contribute to the Λ continuum. Thus, the flat angular distribution may be due the two-step reaction, which is independent of the π − p → K + Σ − reaction. In addition, the particle-hole state could affect the spectrum shape. In the Σ − quasi-free region, a Σ − particle tends to be produced from a proton on the 6 Li surface. However, in the case of the Λ continuum region, the probability of producing the hole state in the s-orbit may be higher, because two protons are involved in the reaction. As the energy transfer differs for these two cases, the energy transfer dependence of the π − p → K + Σ − reaction could appear in the angular distribution. Finally, as the angular distribution of the (π − , K + ) reaction was observed for the first time, further theoretical analysis is required in the near future.
VI. SUMMARY
We conducted the J-PARC E10 experiment, devoted to the search for the 6 Λ H neutron-rich hypernucleus. This experiment was performed at the K1.8 beam line in the J-PARC Hadron Experimental Facility using the SKS complex as a kaon spectrometer. A total of 1.4 × 10 12 π − beams at 1.2 GeV/c were driven onto the 6 Li target, which was 3.5-g/cm 2 thickness and 95.54% enriched. In addition, (π ± , K + ) and (π + , K + ) data were obtained using the polyethylene and graphite targets, respectively. We employed an improved K + identification method in the present analysis. As the result, a background level of 0.060 ± 0.024 events/(MeV/c
2 ) was achieved, significantly lower than that of the previous analysis. Furthermore, the number of studied K + events was increased by 20% compared to the previous analysis, by improving the analysis efficiencies.
Finally, we searched for the bound state of 6 Λ H in the missing-mass spectrum of the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction in the angular range of 2
• with a missingmass resolution of 2.9 MeV/c 2 ; however, no K + event was observed up to 2.8 MeV/c 2 above the mass threshold of The Λ continuum region and part of the Σ − quasi-free production region via the 6 Li(π − , K + )X reaction were simultaneously measured with high statistics for the first time. The present result may provide an opportunity to investigate the Σ − -nucleus optical potential for the Σ − -5 He system precisely via spectrum fitting. In addition, the 6 Li(π − , K + )X spectra were obtained for two-degree intervals. It was found that the angular distribution of the Σ − quasi-free region was steep, while that of the Λ continuum region was almost independent of the reaction angle. [degree]
Lab. We summarize the double-differential cross secitons of the
• in Table V . 
